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origin to origin) in the Public Library. Animals and video games. instantaneous particulate matter
(with size. of carrier particle materials, and up to about 12.Q: Android where is the watchdog that
can trigger phone reboot? I need to deploy my application on Android devices. I tried to use the adb
with an emulator but my device was not detected. While doing adb I found out that you can use adb
shell to execute shell commands. But unfortunately the application does not work on my device, but
the adb log said something like "INFO : Building and installing the app on the device" I was
wondering where the watchdog that could trigger the reboot and reset my phone? I can not find it
on the device, but when I unplug the AC charger, the log says "Jan 4 17:22:05 localhost kernel: FAT-
fs (mtp41): No media detected" and the screen turns black, and then after a while, when the screen
is fully black, the phone reboots. Can anyone tell me where to find these logs on the phone so I can
find the reason of the reboot? A: If you have the platform-tools installed, use the logcat command:
adb shell logcat That will put all the important phone messages and other things the OS is sending
to the terminal. You can also use the following: adb logcat -d Which will give you verbose
information on what is going on at the kernel level. One thing to look for is from the main thread,
which you can do with adb logcat
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